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HiGa MX-03 "Kuritsa"

Designed by HiGa in order to bolster its forces, with the still relatively difficult to produce Zilant and the
mediocre Gallina as its only other options, HiGa tried to design the effectiveness of the Zilant into the
affordability of the Gallina, and came up with a somewhat more capable Walking tank, making a middle
grounds between the Humanoid Zilant and too-simple Gallina.
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Features

Stands about 8 meters tall.
Shields: 15
Structure: 23
2x 100mm cannon Tier 5 1) 30 RPM, 400 rounds
4x 150mm light linear cannons Tier 7 2) 15 RPM, 100 rounds each
Walks at approximately 20 MPH
Can run at up to 60 MPH

Computers/electronics

The Kuritsa has a major computer advantage over its predecessor, the Galina. With a control and sensor
system designed and built for a humanoid mecha, it's more sophisticated electronics make it stabler,
faster, and more effective, without any of the death-wobble the Gallina exhibits in combat. still, it is a far
cry from a fully designed combat Mecha, and is relegated to security use.

The Kuritsa also has much superior communications and telemetry capabilities, and can actually be
networked quite effectively for swarm tactics.
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Propulsion

Like the Gallina, the Kuritsa is propelled entirely by its feet. it's hydraulics system is, however, more
advanced and has a much superior control system. instead of being controlled entirely by motor-driven
pumps, it also has a valve system that controls balance and actually makes the Kuritsa relatively Agile.

1)

nose-mounted
2)

side-mounted
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